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PROBLEM 

Background 

The problem presented by the phenomenon of homing in 
pigeons has been brought into sharp scientific focus chiefly 
through the work of Dr. G.V.T. Matthews of Cambridge University 
and that of Dr. Gustav Kramer and his associates of the Max-Planek- 
Instltut in Wilhelmshaven, Germany. In America, pigeon homing 
studies are being actively pursued by Dr. Harold B. Hitchcock of 
Middlebury College, as well as in the work at Duke University 
covered by this report. 

The investigations thus far have largely cleared up pre- 
vailing misconceptions about the problem. Some sf these miscon- 
ceptions were hypotheses with more or less scientific standing 
that had been put forward as explanations of homing. Chief 
among these were those of random searching, of memory of kines- 
thetio impressions from the outward Journey, and of sensitivity 
to a oombination of the earth's magnetic field and an effect of 
the earth's rotation. Random searching is disproved as an 
adequate hypothesis by the fact that pigeons may be seen to 
start toward home before they are out of sight tit the release 
point. This type of observation has been made so successfully 
by all the recent inveetigators that the departure flights have 
bcoome tho most important souroo of information in pigeon homing 
experiments. The kinosthesia hypothesis has boon rendered quite 
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improbable by tho faot that bird.6 hauled In a rotating drum u 
part as quickly and as oloso to the home direction ae birds 
carried in tho usual manner in crates. Likewise, the hypothetic 
of sensitivity to the earth's magnetic field is made very im- 
probable by tho fact tlv>t birds with magnets nttaohed to their 
wings and birds carrying neutral weights show no difference in 
homing orientation.  The strongest cvidenoe against the latter 
two hypotheses was that obtained by Matthews. 

Matthews offered a now hypothesis of distanoc orientation 
based upon sun navigation. Ho has published a number of experi- 
mental articles during the past three years' in which thla hypoth- 
esis has been formulated nnd hie findings have been interpreted 
as supporting it. The chief support for sun navigation is claimed 
from the faot, upon which all investigators agree, that departure 
flights are more nearly random when the sun is concealed by cloud t» 
than when the sky is clear. For reasons that will be clear from 
results to be summarized below, it seems doubtful that the sun 
navigation hypothesis en explain the important fact of the initial 
choice of the home direction, though the sun's position may serve 
as a reference point to guide the flight after the choice of di- 
rection has been made* 

Objectives 

At the present stage of the Duke homing investigation, 
the objectives of the research are: 

1. To test Matthews' sun navigation hypothesis more 
thoroughly. 

2. To consider and test new hypotheses of homing that 
oan be brought to controlled study. 

3. To isolate release-orientation factors from those 
oonoerned with course-holding. 

4. To develop a method for studying homing orientation 
under conditions more olosely approaching a laboratory situation. 

SUMI!ARY OF RESULTS 

The pigeon homing project at Duke University was initi- 
ated about the first of January, 1952, and the ONP contract be- 
came effective on October 15, 1953^  There was, therefore, approx- 
imately a year of active research efforts before the period 
covered by the preeent annual progress report; and the report 
period itself oonsists of nine and a half months of research 
supported entirely by Duke University funds, and two and a half 
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months with additional support from ONE. Thuee periods m-y bo 
summarised separately, as they represent- logical stages of de- 
velopment in the rosoaroh. 

The preliminary pjcr1od (1952) 

This was a stage of acquiring stook and facilities and 
of attempting to master a technique f~*" successfully observing 
homing orient-tion. The progress on the material side was sat- 
isfactory. Old birds for breeding stock rorc furnished by in- 
terested pigeon fanciers, and young birds for experimental re- 
leases wore obtained from the Signal Corp3 Pigoon Center at Ft. 
Honmouth and from other souroes. 

The first efforts to find a satisfactory experimental 
tcohnlquc were not successful, however. The procedures described 
in the literature left the pigeons completely confused when they 
wore roloei.aed in homing tests. During this period the pigeons 
characteristically circled or flew at randc-a near the release 
point for several minutes, and such vanishing points as wore re- 
corded showed no relation to the home direction. Also, losses 
wore heavy, and tho procedure defeated itself before releases 
were made at a sufficient distance for a crucial test of homing. 
Comparable circling Just after release had been reported by both 
Matthews and Hitchcock, and indeed, it was generally held that 
pigeons had to oirole before they oould show homeward orientation. 

The work of Kramer and his associates in Germany, how- 
ever, was characterised by immediate departures without circling. 
The first period of the Duke investigations ended as Dr« Kramer 
accepted an invitation to spend a monW. at Duke in order to intro- 
duce his methods into the pigeon homing project of the Parapsy- 

The first period of productive research (Jan .-Sept., 195^3) 

Dr. Kramer spent the month of January, 1953 > at Duke 
University. Vfe changed the method of handling the pigeons to con- 
form more closely with that used at Wllhelmshaven, and at the end 
of the month we conduoted a teot release at a distance of 14? 
miles with pigeons that had previously made only three non^direc- 
tional flights from a distance of 10 miles.  Six separate releases 
were made, one of a single bird nine monthe of age, and the others 
birds of from three ito five months of e,z~  in groups of three or 
four. Every release vanished from sigftt in the half or the oirole 
toward home. The nine~month-old bird homed in four hours, six 
of the young birds were back in from six to eight hours on the 
day of release, and two more came in later. By the end of his 
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visit, Dr. Kramer f«lt confident that the pigeon stock available 
at Duke oould be Used to get results similar to those obtained 
at the Max-Planck-Institute The results of this Joint pilot ex- 
periment are summarised in the first publication listed at the 
end of this report. 

After Dr„ Kramer's visit, a series of three experiments 
were conducted during the spring and summer. The primary object 
in these experiments was to compare the homing orientation of 
pigeons for whom the release was the very first one out of sight 
of the loft (untrained g*oup) with that of other pigeons that had 
been given three preliminary short-distance releases from differ- 
ent directions (trained group). The first experiment was an 
exploratory study using group releases at 14?. miles in whioh only 
two birds without previous releases were included. The other two 
experiments were tests oomparing trained and untrained pigeons in 
single releases at ?5 miles. In these two tests, 21 untrained 
pigeons and 23 trained pigeons were used* Both groups showed a 
statistically significant tendency to vanish in the home half of 
the circle, 18 of the untrained birds and 20 of the group with 
previous short-distance releases going out of sight less than 
90 degrees from the homo line, with no appreciable difference be- 
tween the two groups in accuracy of orientation. 

A second point of special interest was that of how the 
trained and untrained birds would compare in success in return- 
ing homo. Hero, again, there was no appreciable difference, each 
group shoving approximately 50J5 homing success. 

Still a third point was conoerned with the comparison of 
different strains of homing stock used in these experiments. 
Some of the birds were obtained from sources which provided no 
record of the homing performance of the parents, whereas other 
birds were from parents sclcotcd for outstanding homing ability. 
The two strains showed no difference in the aocuraoy of orienta- 
tion at the release point, but thero was a significant difference 
In homing success. Tnc remits, in other words, indicated that 
hereditary factors were reflected more clearly in the percentage 
of birds reaching the loft than in the number initially starting 
out toward home. 

After these experiments were oompleted, a report by 
Matthews dealing with orientation of untrained pigeons was pub- 
lished. Our results agreed in that the pigeons in both investi- 
gations showed homeward orientation at the release point.  They 
were different, however, In the amount of homing euoocss achlcvod. 
In Matthews5 work only on pigeon out of 39 released returned to 
the loft, wlierens in the -^^oo  Duke experiments 13 out of 25 
homed successfully. The porocntage of returns obtained by 
Matthews would, of oouroe, rule out the regular use of untrained 
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pigeons as an impracticable procedure. On the other hand, the 
returns of better than 50# obtained at Duke led us to work with 
untrained pigeons in many of the experiments done since that time. 
This method may offer advantages over the use of either direc- 
tional training (as used by Matthews) or preliminary short-dis- 
tance, non-directlonal releases (introduced by Kramer and his 
associates)• 

start of work under the OJR contract (Oct.-Dec. 1?53) 

In September, Dr. R. H. Thouless, sspariiuontal psycholo- 
gist of Cambridge University, came to Duke University for a semes- 
ter of researoh in the Parapsychology Laboratory- This visit 
offered an opportunity to relate the Duke pigeon work more closely 
to that done by Dr. Matthews at Cambridge tsnjwere.it** Dr. Thouless 
had discussed with Dr. Matthews, before 1saving England, some of 
the assumptions underlying the sun navigation hypothesis. This 
hypothesis, as formulated by Matthews, assumes that a bird brought 
from under cover and released Immediately in strange territory 
necessarily flies? at random while it observes the motion of the 
sun. On the basis of observations over an interval of time, the 
bird extrapolates the sun along the observed curve of motion and 
infers east or west displacement from whether looal noon comes too 
soon or too late, and north or south displacement from the eleva- 
tion of the sun at its highest point. Both Matthews and Kramer 
have suggested controlling the bird's opportunity to observe the 
sun at the release point to see how homing orientation is affected. 
Kramer, in 195^, reported that pigeons were oriented toward home 
within 4+0 seconds of the time they were first brought into the 
sunlight, 30 seconds being spent in the oage for light adaptation 
and 10 seconds in flight. 

Dr. Thouless accepted my suggestion of collaboration in 
making further homing releases along this lir>e. In our experi- 
ments we modified Kramer's procedure in a way previously suggested 
by him. Instead of keeping the sun-controlled birds in the dark 
at the release point, wo only kept thee »n the shadow of eome 
opaque object. Thus we were able to eliminate the period of light 
adaptation in the oagoe, and exposure to the sun began the moment 
the bird took flight. The initial orientation of these "no-sun" 
birds was compared with that of *sunn pigeons exposed to direct 
sunlight for from 15 minutes to several hours before release. 

Seven sets of individual releases were made. They in- 
cluded a total of 96 liberations from six different release points. 
The use of fire towers provided an opportunity to follow the 
flight of the birds as long as they ooula be seen through field 
glasses. The vanishing points of six bi^da were not reoorded, 
chiefly due to their perching in treeB. Of the remainder, 61 
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birds vanished toward homo and 29 away from home, a statistically 
significant favoring of the homeward half of the oirole (X2 = 
11»38» 1 d.f., P « .0008).  The ohoioo of the home half of the 
oirole was significant for the no-.sun birds, but not for the sun 
birds. In the former group 4l vanished toward home and 13 in the 
wrong half of the oirole, and for the sun group there were 20 
toward and 16 away from home. 

Our main object, however, was to gather information on 
how soon homeward orientation was apparent rather than whether 
it oould be seen at the vanishing point. After the first experi- 
ment, we began taking the tird&: bearings after speoifio Intervals 
of flight, using 10, 20, and 60 seoonds on the first occasion, 
and 10 7 20, and~4o secondu thereafter. The results of the 10 
second bearings showed that for both the no-sun and sun conditions 
the direction of the bird from the tower after this interval of 
flight was related in a statistically significant manner to its 
bearing after *K> seconds as well as when it vanished from sight. 
There was no appreciable difference between the two groups. 

These results at face value point to the conclusion that 
whatever the basis of homing orientation, it may oome into opera- 
tion in something less than 10 seoonds of flight. And if the no- 
sun birds were depending upon the sun's motion, as required by 
the sun navigation hypothesis, they must have made their observa- 
tions, inferences, and oaloulatione and still hav* time left to 
correct the error of the initial stage of random flight by the 
tenth second of exposure to the sun. 

The conclusion that the birds were already homeward bound 
after 10 seconds can be reached from our series of experiments 
only if the 96 releases are taken as the unite of observation for 
statistical purposes, and there were indications that this is 
not statistically Justifiable. A study of the departures in dif- 
ferent experiments suggests that orientation may be oaused by 
looal factors or past experience and therefore the single releases, 
when a number of them are made from one point, may not be statist- 
ically independent of one another. In two of the seven experi- 
ments, the birds consistently favored a direction which was not 
in the home half of the circle. This suggests that a final con- 
clusion may be Justified only on the basis of using a largo num- 
ber of randomly selected release points and considering tfie aver- 
age effect of eaoh as the unit of observation. This statistical 
difficulty has been present in all the homing investigations, but 
it was first clearly reoognized as a factor that had to be dealt 
with in the Duke projeot. There are more than 200 fire towers 
within a radius of 200 miles of Durham, and these offer a good 
opportunity of collecting data that can be assessed on the basis 
of the average orientation tendenoy at each release point. An 
alternative procedure would be to release at one point pigeons 
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whoee lofts lie in different dlreotlone to find out if the birds 
of each group orient accurately toward homo. 

In our experiments wc plan to use hoth of these methods 
of coping with the statistical difficulties. Dr. Thouloss and I 
used six different release points in making seven sets of releases, 
and in three experiments wo released birds whose lofts lay in two 
different directions.  The opportunity for collaboration came to 
an end before the results had reached a  point for a final conclu- 
sion. In a Joint report that ic now in the final stages of re- 
vision the results arc presented a« tentatively supporting the 
conclusion that fcirdJ rcleabed undo*- "he no-sun condition and 
birds released after exposure to the run both show homeward orient- 
ation within 10 seconds, because of the Importance recently at- 
tached to the sun navigation hypothesis, the question nf  whether 
this finding oan be oonfirmed on the extreme statistical basis of 
using eaoh release point as the unit is being asked in the further 
work now in progress at Duke University. 

The present stage of the research began with the arrival, 
on December 1, of Dr. Kramer's associate, Dr. Ursula v. St. Paul, 
at Duke University to participate in the project. A number of 
experimental releases have already been cade. In them attention 
has been focused not only upon the comparison of sun and no-sun 
birds, but also upon the accuracy of orientation when the release 
point is north or south of the loft ae compared with east or west 
releases. As far as this work has gone, the sun and no-sun com- 
parisons are in line with those found in the earlier work with 
Dr. Thouless. It is too soon to say that the earlier findings 
have been confirmed, but we plan to continue observations under 
the sun and no-sun conditions in relation to other experimental 
Sroblems until we have the data free kO  distinot rolenso points 
.era statistical test of 10-second orientation. 

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 

Immediate plans 

During the month of February both Dr. Kramer and Dr. St. 
Paul will be working at Duke on this project. Dr. St. Paul and I 
have been making our releases with Dr. Kramer's visit in mind in 
order to have the maximum stock of pigeons available while he 
will be here. The fact, that the German investigators are collabor- 
ating on this project resulted from Dr. Kramer's visit in January 
of last year. He was favorably impressed with the opportunities 
for homing research in North Carolina during the winter months 
when their pigeon work must core to n halt in Wilhelmshaven be- 
cause of bad weather. 
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Dr* Kramor roeently sent us a preliminary report on e»- 
poriraente rolatca t? short-dietnnoo homing orientation. Ho pre*- 
Bontod his results as needing confirmation and oxtension, and it 
seems quite litcely that ho will be ohiefly interostod in using 
the opportunity afforded by tho many fire towers in North Carolina 
to conduct further experiments comparing ehort«distanoo and long* 
distance orientation.  Thus far the indications are that orienta- 
tion on first roleadcti at a short distance ooours, but not on a 
visual basis (over though landmarks are soon clearly by the human 
observer). It rv,y bo occurring instead on some unkuown basis, 
presumably the aar.e no ao iB urcd in long-distance orientation. 
Experiments to ar.pl'.J'y "aiu earlier results along these linos will 
fit in nicely with fuj tner rclor.tjcs under the sun and no-sun oon- 
ditions and with other problcmd on *rhloh information is needed^ 

After Dr. Kramer returns to Germany» Dr. 8t. Paul rill 
continue to work with me on the project through the month of May. 
Beginning while Dr. Kramer1 is still hero and continuing in the 
months following, we expect t*  bo using birds housed in the lofts 
of a pigeoh fancier in South Carolina for controlled releases. 
The owner has offered unfiown young birds without charge for ex- 
perimental releases> Also we have had an offer of collaboration 
from membors of a pigeon olub in the northeaetorn section of the 
United States and from two members of a olub in Richmond, one of 
whom furnished some of the birds that showed outstanding per- 
formance last year. Wo oxpeot, thoroforo, to be ablo to deal 
satisfactorily with the question rf  statistical significance on 
the basis of birds released to fly in different directions as 
well ae on the basis of many release points. 

Long; ranp;e plans. 

Tho Duke pigeon project is not motivated by any limiting 
preconceptions of what nay bo tho basis of honing. This docs not 
mean that tho research is being done without any working hypoth- 
esis, but only that tho thcoretioal oonoept which provides tho 
motivation for the research is held tentatively as a guiding 
framework in planning for the long range objectives, not as some** 
thing we are trying tr prove. V/o are resolvod to avoid a mistake 
that could be well illustrated from the history of tho investi- 
gation of the homing problem. All too often a hypothesis has 
boon offered or. purely logloal grounds only to have its promulgator 
olain prematurely that ii had been strongly supported or proved 
by experimental evidence. 

The Duke pigeon work was launched in the Parapsychology 
Laboratory because the efforts made thiie far to explain homing 
on some specific sonsory basis have been unsuooeusful. It is con- 
ceivable, of course, that a sensory basis of homing may yet be 
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found, but it is also conceivable that the reason for the repeated 
failures to solve the mystery nay be that research limited to seek- 
ing the s#n§ory basis of homing is so narrow in its scope as to 
exolude the essential principle. For many years, experimental 
evidence has been accumulated for a capacity in humans to respond 
to events outside their own organisms under conditions that ex- 
olude any known sensory intermediation and which, on the basis of 
present knowledge, shows no prospect of ever being explainable in 
sensory terms. 

It is a logical question to ask whether this ability for 
extrasensory perception 'SOI') in humane also plays some part in 
the behavior of other species, vhe honing of pigeons is an out- 
standing example of the kind of behavior which might occur on 
this basis, and it is this possibility which makes the problem 
an appropriate one for investigation in the Parapsychology Labora- 
tory* On the basis of present knowledge, there is no way to ex- 
olude the hypothesis that homing may be an example of responding 
to an environmental faotor (the distant loft) in the absenee of 
any guiding sensory stimulation, and there is at present no al- 
ternative sensory hypothesis that fits the facts as well as this. 
No further scientific justification is required for undertaking 
a homing research program with the ESP hypothesis in mind. The 
Duke investigations are taking into account a possible explana- 
tion that has been overlooked in other investigations, but they 
are not excluding any other possibility until it oan be elimin- 
ated on the basis of orucial tests* 

The mere absence at the present time of any adequate 
sensory hypothesis of homing cannot in itself be considered as 
evidence for E-SP&  tore it could be concluded that ESP was 
eotablished as tha baaia of homing, it world be necessary to get 
results in carefully designed and conducted experiments that are 
adequate to exolude any type of sensory function. The essential 
requirements of an S3? test of homing are fairly obvious in 
principles but they say prove  difficult to achieve in practice. 
Is the bird at its distant release point starting toward some 
fixed location on the surface of the globe, a spot which it iden- 
tifies on some yet«to~be-disoovered sensory basis, or  is it turn- 
ing toward the familiar loft and surroundings as a situation with 
which it has purely motivational ties? One way of trying to find 
out is to movs the hoi'vs to a different location and see whether 
the pigeon orients toward it or toward the spot where the home 
WSLB  originally. Preliminary efforts with a mobile loft suggest, 
however, that simply moving the shelter from a familiar environ- 
ment is not sufficient. 

A step to be token this year Is one which follows logic- 
ally from ST.  experiment, as yet unpublished, that Dr» Kramer and 
Dr. St, Paul performed last summer in Germany* They housed pigeons 
in a loft enclosed in an aviary and allowed birds to spend their 
entire lives Inside this enolosure until they were old enough for 
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test releases. The first tine these birds were taken outsit* 
this enclosure they were carried under oover to a distance of 
200 miles and released one at a time. With the exception of a 
few of the birds that refused to fly, the pigeons showed hone- 
ward orientation at ths release point. Some birds were reported 
a8 found, and nil  of these were captured in the direction of home. 
One pigeon actually returned to VTilhelrnshaven to her aviary. 

We propose to modify the procedure to moke what we call 
a "walled aviary3 experiment. That is to say, the birds will 
have their loft inside an enclosure with a wire top to give them 
plenty of fresh air and sunrhind, but with opaque walls so that 
thsy have no opportunity to become familiar with any object out- 
side the enclosure. The first stop will be to see if pigeons eo 
housed will home as did the Wllhelmehaven birds kept in the open 
aviary. If they do, the nex"C stop will be to dismantle the aviary 
after the next group of birds has been taken out and move it to 
a spot in the opposite direction from the release point. Ail 
traces of home will be erased at the original location. Will the 
birds now orient toward the visually unreoognitable spot on the 
globe where the aviary eto~d before, or will they orient toward 
the loft and its enclosure in the new location? If the latter 
should appear to be the oase, the experiment would naturally have 
to be repeated several times with different release points and 
with different new locations of the walled aviary, some of the 
releases involving distances of at least 50 to 100 miles. Further- 
more, every possible experimental precaution against subjective 
errors in observation and reoording would be token, as such a 
re3ult would be revolutionary in its scientific implications. The 
greatest possible care would be token against t>r«matiar* eenelu*. 
sions or wrong interpretations of the faots. If results such as 
would be predicted on the basis of the E8P hypothesis were obtained, 
it is not to be expected, of course, that there would be immediate 
and unanimous agreement on how the findings should be interpreted. 
There could soaroely be any doubty however, that suoh findings 
would represent an important scientific disoovery and that they 
would provide a new point of departure for the study of principles 
of navigation in animals. 

Dr, Kramer and I have discussed a plan he proposed that 
would serve the same general purpose as the walled aviary experi- 
ment. His plan would involve more elaborate preparations, how- 
ever, and it seems logical to find out first if the problem can 
be dealt with by means of the walled-aviary design or by some 
better method that may be found. For the sake of brevity, Dr. 
Kramer's plan will net be developed in detail but the basis idea is 
to experiment with pigeons housed in a loft aboard a ship. 

On the side of general research method, ve heps to ex- 
plore the possibilities of observing homing orientation in pigeons 
before they are released. Dr. Kramer wrote me in the summer that 
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he and Dr. St. Paul hnd successfully obtained orientation with 
the bird in a very large oage of light material. After the first 
successes, however, the results beoame discouraging and the ob- 
jective was put aside because of other pressing researoh activ- 
ities. Dr. St. Paul brought the large cage to America, and we 
expect to make further attempts to observe homing orientation of 
birds in it during the spring months. Our efforts will be, first, 
to use the same procedure as was tried at Wilhelrashaven to see if 
we can repeat their original results, and if this fails to vary 
the procedure in any way that offers any hope of success. Differ- 
ent investigators hav« reported efforts to study homing without 
releasing the birds on each occasion. So far, all these efforts 
have been disappointing. The advantages whioh such an advance in 
methodology would provide are so great that the searoh should not 
be abandoned as long as likely possibilities remain to be tried. 
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